CONTRIBUTOR’S LICENSE

THIS CONTRIBUTOR’S LICENSE is made by and between _____________________,
____________________________, hereafter “Owner” and Washburn University of Topeka,
1700 SW College, Topeka, KS 66621, hereafter “Washburn”, to memorialize the non-exclusive
license granted to the Washburn University Libraries for deposit of the following described
Work in the Digital Libraries Collection.

IN CONSIDERATION of the following mutual promises, the parties agree as follows:

1. Owner’s Warranties

Owner represents and warrants the work is Owner’s original work and/or has the full
unrestricted right and ability to grant a non-exclusive license for the use of Work for the use as
described in this Contributor’s License. Owner represents and warrants that, if the Work was
based upon work sponsored or supported by any person or entity other than Washburn and also
that any third party owned material in the Work is clearly identified and acknowledged within
the Work, Owner has fulfilled any right or review or other obligations required by such entity.
Owner agrees to hold Washburn harmless from any liability to any other person or entity
asserting copyright in the Work deposited in the Digital Libraries Collection. Further, Owner
warrants said Work does not:

- infringe upon another’s copyright;
- contain a libelous statement; or
- make an improper invasion of the privacy of another person.

Owner retains all interests in the work Owner possessed at the time of the deposit in the Digital
Libraries Collection, including but not limited to copyright.

2. Work

The Works covered by this Contributor’s License are listed on Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated by reference herein.

3. Non-exclusive License

Owner gives, grants and conveys to Washburn a non-exclusive license to publish the Work in
Washburn’s Digital Libraries Collection and to distribute the Work worldwide in any format or
medium for non-commercial and academic purposes. Owner agrees Washburn may, without
changing the content of the work, translate the work to any medium or format and the right to
keep more than one copy of the Work for purposes of security, back-up and preservation.
4. Recognition

Washburn agrees it shall identify clearly the Owner’s name as the author(s) or owner(s) of the work, including a statement of Owner’s copyright and will not make any alteration in the Work except as otherwise authorized by this Contributor’s License.

5. Compensation

The parties agree Owner is not being compensated for the deposit of the Work in the Digital Libraries Collection and Washburn is not using the Work for commercial purpose nor charging for access to the Works.

6. Revisions

Washburn agrees it will work with Owner or Owner’s designee to allow the Work to be added to, replaced or removed, to comply with subsequent changes to an item’s access policy or to reflect a revision to the Work. In the event a deposited Work is replaced or removed, the Digital Libraries Collection will retain a descriptive record for the purposes of citation.

By signing this Contributor’s License and granting the non-exclusive license to use the Work, I certify I have read and agreed to the terms of this Contributor’s License.

_________________________________________ Date: ________________________________
Name of Owner

_________________________________________
Owner’s street address

_________________________________________
City, State and Zip Code

_________________________________________
Owner’s Telephone Number(s)